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BIO
Honest, empowering, and t imeless c ould b e used t o
describe the music of Apollo M ighty. T his Memphis, T N,
singer/songwriter’s sound can be described as a blend of
R&B, Soul, and Pop with accents of Gospel and Hip-Hop.
Apollo has b een f eatured o n DJBooth.net, RespectMag,
Singersroom, Boi-1da.net, and You Heard That New just to
name a few. Apollo has been known to create music that
draws listeners into his life. At the same time, he discusses
themes that are easily relatable.
Through the release of his forthcoming project, The Great
Divide; Apollo i s looking to s how his growth as a n artist
and prove he isn’t going anywhere anytime soon.

RELEASES

“The Great Divide” | April 2016

“IX” | October 2014

“VI” | January 2014

SOCIAL INFLUENCE

- GENERAL INQUIRIES -

FACEBOOK

facebook.com/apollomightymusic

SOUNDCLOUD

soundcloud.com/apollo-mighty

TWITTER

twitter.com/apollo_mighty

mckenzii@thewebconsulting.co

INSTAGRAM

instagram.com/apollo_mighty

WEBSITE

apollomighty.com

PRESS

“Rising Memphis R&B singer, Apollo Mighty, looks to bring back the soulful sound that
has been absent from the R&B game for some time.”
- EJ Burney - Indie Xxclusive Magazine
“Imagine a Kid Cudi and John Legend love child, or a painting that fell and turned to
liquid of beautiful sound; this is exactly that. "Dark Side of the Moon," is Memphis artist
Apollo Mighty's painting of his personal story. Who knew a bad breakup could sound so
beautiful? Mighty's smoky vocals paired with the poly-rhythm of acoustic guitar, piano,
and percussion bring us something like a modern day Romanticist's piece. The song was
produced by Rocketship Sails and engineered/mixed by Yoji Roby.”
- Bria - Athens: New Renaissance Magazine
The smooth emotion evoked by impeccable vocals and laid-back beats seeped from my
headphones, leaving me in the narrative world crafted by Apollo Mighty.
– The GRIND Memphis
With today’s musical climate, it’s rare, yet refreshing to see an artist who stays true to themselves by creating music that reflects them in
the most organic way possible. It’s also rare to see an artist create freely, without the pressure of measuring up to their peers, much like
Memphis singer Apollo Mighty has done with his latest EP, Wilderness. – RESPECT Mag
Apollo bears his soul and shows vulnerability, with lyrics and vocal power that displays his inner strength and wisdom to continue his
growth as a man. – Jenesis Magazine
Memphis has a long history of soul and singer Apollo Mighty is looking to keep the strong heritage alive.
– UPROXX The Smoking Section
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